Statistical Update on LAX Aircraft Operations

• 25L Departures
• Palos Verdes Peninsula Overflights
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LAX/Community Noise Roundtable
Departures from Runways 25L and 25R

The graphs below show statistics related to aircraft departing runways 25L and 25R at LAX.

Daytime LAX preferential runway use consists of aircraft departing on inner runways and arriving on outer runways for noise abatement.

Note: In 2018, RWY 25R was closed for 4 months for runway repair resulting in an increase in 25L departures. In 2020, slight uptick in 25L departures was most likely due to increased cargo operations.

Note: Runway 25L was closed for 67 days from 2/26/2021 to 5/4/2021 for runway rehabilitation.
The graphs below show statistics of southbound turboprop aircraft that depart from LAX and fly over the Palos Verdes Peninsula, following an established FAA departure route.

Note: Prior to SkyWest's fleet mix change (turboprop to jet aircraft) in early 2015, the number of southbound turboprop departures were about 800 per month, with around 300 aircraft flying over the PV Peninsula.
The graphs below show the total number of jets turning south upon departure from LAX and the number of those departures that fly over the Palos Verdes Peninsula.

Note: The increase in jet overflights in 2017 was due to FAA ATC vectoring aircraft to a new waypoint, CAHIL, located farther north than the previous SLI VOR location, that resulted in more overflights.
Note: Most aircraft flying under 5,000 feet are Mokulele’s Cessna C208 aircraft. An FAA altitude restriction is in place for this aircraft type due to its different performance capabilities.